how can
window Film

window film can
buy precious
response time.

Maybe it’s only a minute or so.
But in those first critical minutes, think about
what positive steps can take place to secure
the school’s teachers and children.
• Preplanned and rehearsed security
protocols can be put into effect.
• School security has the opportunity
to deploy and position for lock-down.
• 9-1-1 First Responders have
that “extra” time to effectively
intervene.

Window Film can act as
a deterrent by denying
immediate entry; possibly
eliminating the threat
altogether.

Commercial Window Shield has a long history of
installing specialized security window films on
many of our nation’s most historic structures and
popular landmarks.
For the most part, our projects are implemented
to secure sensitive buildings described as vulnerable
to terrorist attacks (see listing on back panel) due
to their populations or their affiliations. Today, the
unfortunate and deadly incidents of school invasions
have given rise to the need for our services to
protect our nation’s schools.

security window film
simply explained
Security Window Films, also know as Fragment
Retention Window Films are designed to increase the
shatter resistance of glass. They are similar to regular
window films in that they are polyester laminates but
they are usually thicker and use a heavier, more
aggressive adhesive system. Offered in thicknesses
ranging from 4 to 21 mils, security films are often
chosen for buildings deemed susceptible to tornadoes,
hurricanes, explosions and/or forced intrusions.
These films are available in
clear or a variety of tinted,
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solar energy-reflective
versions to get not only the
benefit of increased glass
strength and security but
to conserve energy and
make the building more
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comfortable.

the film is only half
the answer
In order to fully establish a protective
perimeter and secure potential access
points, Commercial Window Shield
specifies the integration of an attachment
system to work in conjunction with a
properly selected security film.

Window Frame

The attachment system recommended
is called a four-sided wet glazed system.
This high strength system involves the
application of the film to the glass first
and then a silicon adhesive material is
applied that secures the film to the frame
all the way around the opening.

1/4” Glass

The combination of the film and the
attachment system is what is required in
order to effectively obstruct an intruder
from entering.
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Fragment Retention
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commercial
window
shield
can’t keep
an intruder
out but we
can help
slow one
down

security film
dramatically
improves
window security

security film
stands up
to hurricane
forces.

security film
minimizes
explosive
damage.

Please don’t hesitate contacting us to discuss
your specific need. Whether your interest is in
securing a single school or an entire school system,
Commercial Window Shield is the most highly
qualified security window film installer in the world.
We are fully prepared to work with you and your
group to examine the solutions available to you.
Call 1-(864) 268-0068

Glastonbury, CT Public Schools (9 schools)
Simsbury, CT Public Schools (7 schools)
Hewlett-Woodmere, NY Public Schools (3 schools)
Calvert County, MD Public Schools (25 schools)
Hartford, CT Public Schools (5 schools)

Call 1-(864) 268-0068
Info@commercialwindowshield.com
www.commercialwindowshield.com

